Human postural dynamics was investigated in twelve normal subjects by means of a force platform recording body sway induced by bipolar transmastoid galvanic stimulation of the vestibular nerve and labyrinth. We modeled the stabilizing forces actuated by the feet as resulting from complex muscular activity subject to feedback of body velocity and position. Time series analysis demonstrated that a transfer function from stimulus to swayforce response with specific parameters could be identified. In addition, adaptation to the vestibular stimulus was demonstrated to exist. Residual GARCH modeling (generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity ) suggested a postural adaptation time constant in the range of 40-50 s. The results suggest means to evaluate adaptive behavior in postural control and in other physiological contexts.
Introduction
The function of human postural control is a most complex function which includes gravity compensation, controlled coordinated motor responses, detection of movement, stability of motion. Feedback information originates in the afferent sensory input from the visual, vestibular and somatosensory receptors reporting changes in position and velocity of body posture 111, 211. The afferent sensory information evokes and modifies the motor output at all levels, from the spinal medulla to the cerebral cortex 1301. In understanding the task of posture control feedback, control theory has long been a n important source of inspiration t o physiologists for physiological modeling and understanding of complex mechanical and neurological interactions between muscle forces, loads, and posture [15] . During the last two decades, a wealth of literature on human postural control has been devoted to the responses to induced perturbations by means of force plate mea- The importance of vestibular input has generally been evaluated by indirect approaches, such as investigating subjects with congenital or acquired bilateral loss and applying complex stimulus conditions [4] . To assess dynamic feedback control, we would need a well-defined specific stimulus with a primary effect on sensory inputs only. Galvanic stimulus has a long history as a means to affect the vestibular system and to induce vertigo in man 11, 24, 26, 25, 6, 20, 28, 29, 91. Transmastoid galvanic stimulus of the vestibular nerve and labyrinth induces body movements in the lateral plane [3] . Experience from early experiments using constantvoltage stimulus have shown to have somewhat unpredictable results mainly due to series-impedance and capacitative coupling effects whereas a constantcurrent regime of stimulus provide reproducible results 1191. In our study, we chose a constant-current regime of stimulus which permits a well defined power of the stimulus. The aim of the present investigation was to find out whether, using a galvanic vestibular stimulus, postural control in the lateral plane can be quantified by means of time-series analysis of stimulus-response data. As standard timeseries analysis is poorly suited to analysis of systems with feedback control and adaptation 1171, it is also necessary to develop suitable methodology. Whereas parts of this work was previously presented in [19, 101, we here elaborateon adaptation modeling using GARCH models [5] . 
Materials and Methods
Tests were done on twelve naive human subjects, -I Is] with stimulus actuation a t a rate of 20 [Hz] which was chosen to permit sufficiently rapid and unpre-
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where G ( q ) designates gravitation forces; M ( q ) inertia matrix. The gain coefficients bl, b2 relate to the misperception caused by the stimulus and the stabilizing feedback control is characterized by Kd (damping matrix) and K p (stifkess matrix).
MatlahTM was used for system identification. As data exhibited clear nonstationary properties with trends and time-varying behavior ( Fig. l ) , it was not possible to use standard time-series analysis based on stationary stochastic models. To solve the identification problem, we designed a pseudolinear regression that successfully fitted data to the model stimulus 0 ramp input A(r-')ya = B(2-I) step input + C ( L -' ) W~ (2) which relates the recorded response (or output) { y k } (=body sway force) to the galvanic stimulus, and a postulated sequence of uncorrelated disturbance variables {Wk}kN_1 that models random disturbances.
Outputs corresponding to the additional stepformed and rampformed inputs served to model the time- Table 1 .
Results
When exposed to the galvanic stimuli, all subjects demonstrated corresponding sway in the lat- No subject reported any discomfort, although a tickling sensation in the skin in contact with the electrodes was sometimes experienced a t shifts of polarity during the early part of the stimulus sequence. The subjects could not detect the polarity of the stimuli and were not informed about any expected results of the stimulus. Coherence between stimulus and response was tested. 1171. Response of anterior-posterior sway variance was also shown to be of lower magnitude than the lateral sway variance for all subjects investigated. Both for lateral and anterior-posterior sway, a shift was demonstrated in the stimulated sway spectra as compared to the spontaneous sway (Fig. 3) . 
Assessment of adaptation:
The squared value of residuals for one typical subject is shown in Fig. 5 . Although the residual sequence is nonstationary with time-varyingvariance, it exhibits whitenoise properties with mutually uncorrelated residuals and residuals uncorrelated with any of the inputs. As a least-squares type method is being used, there can he no artifacts arising from assumptions on certain stochastic models. Adaptation-related properties were quantified by extracting the gain K and the time constant T from the graphs of residual power (Fig. 5 ) . The time of the peak value of residuals and the time constant of the residual attenuation were calculated (Table 1 ). Empirical distributions of K and T from GARCH model of order one for both anterior-posterior and lateral sway responses are shown in Fig. 4 .
Discussion
This study demonstrated that the adaptation of postural control induced similar adjustment patterns during galvanic stimulation irrespective of whether the motion responses were induced in lateral or anteroposterior direction. Our results therefore verify that a n inverted double pendulum is of relevant biomechanical complexity.
Problems of adaptation and control:
The stimulus has time-invariant statistical characteristics after onset of stimulus. However, from a comparison of Fig. 1 , it can be seen that the sway response to the galvanic stimulus is time-variant in its statistical properties. Moreover, the time-variant response is nut reproducible by means of repeated stimulus on the same subject 1351 and, thus, the stimulus causes apparent irreversible changes in the sway response.
Opposite to Coujoun et a1 171, we have not used repetitive stimulus as we want to avoid anticipative (-i.e., feedforward) responses from contaminating our result. Instead we have used a pseudorandom stimulus which is unpredictable for the test subjects.
Physiological significance:
The vestibular input induces a n erroneous signal resulting in perturbations which have to be corrected for in the time series model. The impact of the stimulus loses in strength with a n adaptation time constant in the range of 40-50 Is] ( Table l) , whereas vestibular habituation is generally characterized by a longer time course when studied in the vestibulo-ocular reflex 1301. Hence, the reduction of body sway appears to be the effect of a physiologic process which involves a decrease of gain a t some level of the control system. One possible hypothesis is that if the neural feedback mechanism interprets a reaction on the vestibular stimulus as leading to an increase of error signals from other sources of input, the weight of the vestibular input is reduced. This would result in suppression of the corrective movements induced by the vestibular stimulus--i.e., adaptation. Results in Table 1 exhibit a n adaptation time constant with a variation range 36.2-48.1 s for anterior-posterior sway and 36.6-56.8 s for lateral sway and only one subject (# 9) exhibited insignificant or no adaptation in lateral sway in the course of the experiment. Al.
though the time constant of the adaptive response, which is in the range 40-50 s, is similar in magnitude to time constants of eye movement responses following a velocity-step in rotatory stimulation, there is still insufficient support to claim any such relationship.
Conclusions
We have designed a methodology for quantitative investigation of feedback properties for characterization of human lateral posture stability and adaptation to vestibular stimulus. We have verified t h e relevance of a fourth-order model by means of biomechanical analysis of the test conditions. System identification permitted validation of a fourth-order model by 95% confidence for each subject. The noncorrelated but time-variant residual sequence permitted extraction of a time constant of 40-50 s to model the decrease of of the residual variance in the course of the experiment. The heterskedasticity was effectively modeled with a low-order GARCH model.
